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Edelstein Adapter
Gem Stone Adapter
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MOLIMED® GSA

8mm acrylic-support
with gem stone powder

● The support can be mounted in the front of the MOLIMED®pen and
MOLIMED® color scan.

● The grid structure of the gemstones modulates the vibrations of the photons of
the color light.

● This results in novel, hitherto undetected effects in the irradiated tissue.

● The use of gemstone powder in the beam path of the light makes the application
very simple.

● With this technology, even opaque stones such as the black tourmaline or the
very expensive ruby can be used.

● Delivery in EVA hard foam case with instruction manual and overview table.

Please note!
After the treatment, the support must be cleaned with soap water.

Warranty
All MOLIMED® products are warranted for 24 months starting from purchase date
against defects in workmanship and materials when used for there intended purpose
and maintained according to the instructions. This warranty is limited to repair or
replacement free of charge. Accidental damage, misuse, scratched light conductors,
wrong cleaning, tampering or lack of prescribed maintenance invalidate this war-
ranty.

Please note that the MOLIMED® GSA are no medical devices. They should be
used only for wellness purposes and on his own responsibility. The devices cannot
substitute an examination by a medical professional.

User manual
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1 Amethyst
Amethyst crystals transport colors into the tissue. Amethyst exudes
light like a thousand rays of  needle like laser beams which easily
penetrate into tissue and bone. With an amethyst crystal attach-
ment, every color can be carried to points in the body‘s tissues,
joints, brain, muscles, tendons, etc. Even as Amethyst projects col-
ors into the body, the quality of the colors is not changed.

With Amethyst there is no energy field created  as happens with
the clear quartz crystal. With clear quartz crystal the field is like a
cloud, but with Amethyst there are penetrating rays.

Amethyst dissolves blockages of any kind. It brings everything
back to flow. To bring something back to flow, you have to dilute
it. Stored energy can  can be too much energy. By diluting the en-

ergy it flows again. Apply Amethyst to dilute energies in the blood, lymph, liquid,
or acid.

Apply with all colors according to color therapy protocols.

2 Apophyllite
Element: Earth (matter)

Apophyllite is the stone for addressing the cells in the body.
Apophyllite generates resonant vibrations for the body's cells,
including all aspects of matter, energy, and information. It acts
equally for all of these. Apophyllite brings the light to the cells,
and the colors you choose  determine which part of the cell is
addressed.

Each color resonates a different part of the cells, and these reso-
nant vibrations stimulate the functioning of the cell and thus
lead to a normalization.

Application

1 Amethyst

2 Apophyllite
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Application with Apophyllite and the colors

3 Aquamarine
Element: Water

Aquamarine creates a force field like a disk, or a cylinder. If
the center of the cylinder is kept at a point on the body, the
point opens, it expands. All blockages are dissolved. Energy
and color can freely enter and leaving the body. Aquamarine
is used for the opening of points, for energy blockad, lymph
stasis, biliary stasis , swelling, etc. Aquamarine is generally
applied in obstruction of the flow of energy and liquids.

The effect of Aquamarine is to open, making a port, prepare
for other treatments, entering or leaving. Open chakras or
open points for treatments with other colors, oil or essences.

Application with Aquamarine and the colors
Open all chakras with the traditional color for the chakra. Treat local points with
color therapy for stimulation and opening.

color application, effect
red Nucleus DNA. Cancer-like tissue irradiated with red supports the repair

and regeneration of the DNA.
orange Cellular energy materially
yellow Cellular energy mental
green Cell growth, cell division
blue Cellular fluid. Ulcers and slow-healing wounds irradiated with blue and

violet support exchanges and normalization of cell water.
violet Cell wall. The cell wall is crucial for the nutrient supply of the cell.
RGB A color pass through the rainbow colors with Apophyllite can be used as

cell normalization program. Thus can influence and regulate: growth
disorders, ulcers, cancer, poorly healing wounds, nerve damage, burns,
brain degeneration, eye diseases etc.

3 Aquamarine
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4 Quartz
Quartz generates a big, strong force field with each color. It amplifies
the energy and strength of the color. It acts at a distance and with
body contact. The enormous energy that is produced with quartz must
be received and distributed in the body. It  should only be applied
when the body’s energy is already able to flow. If an energy conges-
tion exists, first use aquamarine to clear the congestion, then use the
clear quartz.

With a Quartz adaptor,  apply all colors according to color therapy
protocols.

5 Calcite
Calcite attracts and pulls energies from body fluid, energy sys-
tems, emotions, or tissues. What it extracts will be pulled in the
direction of the light source. The calcite adapter is bent so that
the emerging energy can flow away.

What is extracted can be regulated through the choice of col-
ors.

color application, effect
yellow Irradiation of lymph points and lymph glands promotes lymph

production. Before application ensure that no lymph congestion exists.
green Irradiation of bile points stimulates the flow of bile.
violet Before each BlueBrain treatment, the forehead chakra should be opened

with purple. This increases the willingness to accept changes and reduces
mental resistance.

4 Quartz

5 Calcite
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Application with Calcite and the colors

6 Rose quartz
Rose quartz creates a strong wind with the energies. While
clear quartz generates an energetic cloud that can be applied
locally, rose quartz generates a flow of energy.

Calcite condenses, draws or aspirates. Rose quartz blows the
energy. Use it to clean, dry or cool. Inflammation can be
treated with rose quartz and blue light, soothe, decongest,
cool.

Rose quartz acts as regulating the flow of all fluids in the
body. Bloodstream, lymph, bile, cerebrospinal fluid, etc. Be-
fore using Rose quartz to stimulate the flow of fluids and
their energies, be sure there is no stasis and congestion. If
there is an energy congestion, first dissolve it with Aquama-
rine.

With a Rose quartz adaptor, apply all colors according to color therapy protocols.

color application, effect
red Energy, inflammations
orange Emotions
yellow poison, emotions, feelings
Green extracts growth, life. Apply for tumors / cancer, ulcers
blue extracts cold, depression, mental inertia, blockades, physical and mental

limitations
violet physical and psychological trauma, obsession, stubbornness, prejudice,

limitations

6 Rose Quartz
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7 Tourmaline
Element: fire

Tourmaline generates heat. One can think of it as if a red-hot
ball with the size of a hazel nut is formed at the light-emitting
tip. The heat is spatially limited.

As light passes through the tourmaline, a long wavelength pho-
ton is generated which oscillates in the infrared range and gen-
erates heat. This application of color heat is similar to using
Moxabustion in Acupuncture.

Application with Tourmaline and the colors
7 Turmaline

color application, effect
red Tourmaline with red is hot and burns. Application instead of moxa
orange Creates well-being, confidence, hot love
yellow Burns mental and material poison. Use in anger, choleric, liver problems,

rheumatism, gout, applied to victims of mobbing, stress
green Green means growth. Heat burns green. Application in ulcers, cancer,

boils etc.
blue Tourmaline is heat. Blue is cold. The effects cancel each other out. No

use.
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8 Ruby
Ruby is like the king of the stones. It carries a heart quality of self
love and self-less loving, a sense of integrity and being happy to be
who one really is. Really a strong healer and really good for helping
people stand tall in being themselves. The stone for a King.

Ruby is the king of the stones but the king can and does not do every-
thing. Even the ruby can not do anything. The ruby is suitable for gov-
erning and steering.

Application with Ruby and the colors

8 Ruby

Color application, effect
Red / infra-
red

Ruby in the light beam acts like a silver acupuncture needle, sedat-
ing

Yellow Ruby in the light beam acts like a golden needle, toning.
Green Trauma and pain in muscles, ligaments and tendons are alleviated.

Irradiate pain points for 1 to 2 minutes. For mental trauma the fore-
head is irradiated.
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MOLIMED®

MOLIMED color scan

MOLIMED® pen
color light system
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